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SALTER, the evolution of a leader.
With more than 50 years experience in sport and health areas, SALTER has been constantly
adapting itself to the needs and demands of the market. With more than 15.000 m² premises, the production centre is located in Spain, where all the processes of research and
development, engineering and manufacturing, permit to guarantee the maximum quality and
offer a prompt after-sale service, highly appreciated by our clients.
Trust in Professionalism; Trust in SALTER.

M-835 RUN by SALTER, a treadmill which
includes exceptional features, large display, shock absorber
automatic system and up-dated technologies.

M-835 RUN incorporates an intelligent shock-absorber system which permits to regulate the hardness of
the band base to the user’s weight. The adjustment can be
made manually or automatically depending on the sternness
of the impact, the appropriate suspension will be chosen to
prevent injuries and overloading.

Large display, which facilitates a quick and easy
access to workout information. It also incorporates MP3 and
CD connectors, speakers and volume control, 3 level fan settings (from breeze to strong wind) and quick-access speed
and elevation buttons.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
3 HP motor (DC).
Aluminium frame.
Speed from 0,8 to 25 km/h.
Intelligent auto-adjust cushion button to adjust proper cushion to each user.
Incline from 0 to 15 % (1% increment).
Large display panel with 3 level fan settings.
6 console workout programs: Manual, Weight loss, 5k Run, Interval, H.R.C. and user set program.
Constant information of workout data: Speed, Incline, Time, Calories, Distance, Mets and Pulse.
Double pulse system: Built-in Hand Pulse sensors and wireless pulse receiver
(Chest transmitter belt included).
MP3 / CD placer.
4 front wheels for easy movement.
Adjustable levelers.
Professional use.
Dimensions: L. 218; W. 100; H. 150 cm.
Size of the band: 158 x 62 cm.
Maximum user weight: 180 kg.
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